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ARWC - All Kiwi's Home

Monday, 16 November 2009

Kiwi team Nga Rakau completed the 2009 Adventure Racing World Championships in Portugal
today. The four keen adventurers crossed the line in 33rd after 125 hours of racing. There to
report on the teams finish and other news from the Worlds was

 

...Annette Windross.

 

In the end the British team Helly Hansen took out the race, finishing with 52 CPs.

On the finish line, Nike were told that they were 3rd behind Lundhags (with Kiwi Aaron Prince), but I see on the leader board
it's showing Nike 2nd and Lundhags 3rd. George (Christison Kiwi in Nike) was limping down the road after the finish, I asked
him if his feet were broken, he said they'd been broken since Wednesday. He was pretty disappointed as I think he felt he
hadn't contributed as strongly as he usually does.

Orion (Wayne Oxenham, Stu Lynch, Anna Berthelson & Brent Edwards) were also a little disappointed, although their teamwork
still got them through at the end as usual. Anna's tendonitis had almost crippled her at the end, and Stu piggy-backed her for
a fair distance down the beach during the last trek. Maybe frustrated is a better word, and I think all the leading teams (except
maybe Helly Hansen!) felt that the format was somewhat difficult to come to grips with. I think they'd generally be happier
with the standard 'fastest team around a set course wins' format.

Apparently the defining moment for Lundhags was when they were late to the castle at the end of the stage 4 trek leg.
Because they were in danger of missing the next cutoff, they took a different option on their next MTB or the start of stage 5, 

I'm not sure which. Basically by sacrificing the CPs on one
leg, it gave them time to pick up more CPs later in the
race, and move ahead of Orion. Another example of where
it seems a bit strange that a team who does more of the
course finishes behind one that's cut off some of the
course.

Nga Rakau - Tim, Neil, Fi & Mark>>

Nga Rakau (Nga Rakau - Mark Struthers, Tim Cochrane, Neil Kerrison & Fiona McBryde) jogged down the last stretch of beach
to the finish and were pretty happy with their race, ending up in 32nd place. Their teamwork was good, Neil's navigation was
great, so was Tim's (although he'll tell you that he hardly did any), Mark was strong and Fi was tough. They also found the
format and the 70 maps a mission to deal with. They enjoyed the Portugal experience as much as the race. They've got loads
of stories,
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